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Introduction

As children of the early 90’s, reminiscing on the glory days of our childhood is naturally one of our
favourite things to do; CD’s, huge mobile phones and tiny electronic pets that lived in our pockets!
Those were the days…



Some of these fads are likely best left committed to memory, but the Tamagotchi has a special
place in our hearts. Every day the metaverse surges further into the public eye and we want to  
be at the forefront of it, with a very special project that is guaranteed to take you right back to  
your childhood! 



Introducing Metagochi!



The blockchain based electronic pets that you can collect and trade! Powered by $MGCHI, you can
stake your tokens to earn eggs which will hatch into brand new Metagochi NFT’s! You can even train
your Metagochi further to evolve into an entirely different beast! 



No Metaverse project would be complete without an earning aspect, which is why we’re incredibly
excited to introduce you to our bespoke egg rewards system! Allowing you to earn in game items
and hatch entirely unique Metagochi’s!
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The Team
A collective of real world app developers, DeFi pioneers and design wizards are behind Metagochi.
Each individual has been carefully selected to ensure that every task, no matter how small is
completed to the highest possible standard.


Our marketing team boasts some of the strongest connections in the cryptocurrency sphere and a
wealth of experience in the running of effective advertisement campaigns across a variety of social
spaces. These range from small scale Telegram marketing strategies to the macro campaigns
across the likes of YouTube, Twitter and Reddit. 


We believe that transparency is the key to success within the DeFi space and so will always be
open to new ideas, come and chat to one of our highly experienced community management team
members on Twitter or Telegram, all feedback is welcome, no matter how big or small!

Metagochi team
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Tokenomics
A carefully considered taxation system has been utilised to ensure stability and to reward our
holders in reflections with every buy and sell! The Metagochi team doesn’t believe in having
marketers and insiders dumping on our loyal investors, hence our fair launch strategy, allowing
everybody equal access to $MGCHI at the same time!

1,000,000,000,000,000,000


Initial Supply:

(18 zeros)

Token Distribution:

Liquidity: 99%

Dev / Marketing: 1%

Total Tax:

9% 


Suggested slippage:

11%

4%

Reflections in  
$MGCHI to holders

5%

Marketing &  
Development
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Metagochi NFTs
You can earn eggs via staking $MGCHI or via minting on our custom built dapp, we’ll be hosting a
HUGE hatching event where you can see which creature you’ve got! 


These creatures will be essential to interact with the Metagochi-verse! We’re implementing a
variety of training games, breeding functions and much, much more to allow you to evolve your
creature and create new and exciting types of Metagochis! 


With a variety of 10 different creatures, a multitude of evolutions and amazing colour schemes
you’re guaranteed to fall in love with your Metagochi. You’ll easily be able to tell the rarity of your
creature by referring to the list below. 


We can’t wait to see what you mint!

Colour

Evolution:

Common


1. Hatchling


2. Dog


Black - Brown - Grey


3. Fish


2. Baby


Uncommon


4. Snake


Blue - Green - Orange


Species
1.

Cat


5. Bird

6. Ape

7.

Bear


8. Bull

9. Shark


Rare

Gold - Red


Epic

Camo Green - Red Stripes

10. Dragon

Each of the 10 species will have

By playing the Metagochi training


different rarity depending on their


games you will be able to evolve


skin colour.

your Metagochi into a higher level.

3. Adolescent

4. Adult
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Metagochi Staking
In order to reward our loyal early investors, we’ve implemented a staking platform within our
bespoke dapp to allow for holders of $MGCHI to stake their tokens in return for eggs! We believe
that this is an essential step in providing both price stability and an incentive to hold $MGCHI. 
 
The staking contract has been thoroughly checked by both our in house development team and
external developers to ensure absolute safety with regards to your tokens, and your eggs.


Staking Rewards:


For every 400T tokens staked, one egg will be earned per week.

For every 100 LP tokens staked, two eggs will be earned per week.


[Please ensure you have performed your due diligence and understand impermanent loss prior to LP staking] 



Upon the launch of phase two, egg holders will have the ability to hatch their eggs into hatchling
Metagochis!


How does this work?


An investor will lock their tokens in a vault on our dapp, this allows a stable price floor to be
maintained and ensures a healthy chart. As an incentive for helping the team in this manner,  
eggs are given per week to motivate individuals to continue to stake their tokens. 


Tokens can be withdrawn at any time but the minimum amount of time tokens must be staked to
earn rewards is one week. If you withdraw your tokens prior to staking for one week, you will not
receive your eggs.

Use yo
ur  
intera
c
Gochi t tive

oc
your re laim  
wards
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Hatching Event
The time has almost come for you to see what creatures have been growing within your Metagochi
eggs! The hatching event is due to take place over Easter and we cannot contain our excitement.
Within the metadata for each NFT creature you own, there’ll be a starting number and upper limit
number for each of the following attributes:

Strength

Dexterity

Intelligence

Speed

Stamina

In order to take home the trophy at the GochiGames, you’ll have to train your creatures up! There’ll
be a variety of ways in which you can do this, but one of the most effective will be to purchase a
piece of farmland! Owning farmland will provide you with a variety of exciting benefits…
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Hatching Info

Much like some of our favourite games from the late 90’s and early 2000’s, your creatures will
evolve at certain milestones of their training, each and every Metagochi starts out as a hatchling,
this is the base level for all creatures. As they evolve they will change in both appearance and in
their attributes. 



The process for evolution is as follows:
















Hatchling


Baby

It is only when your creature has reached adulthood 

that it will have achieved its peak, so to get the very 

best out of your Metagochi experience we suggest

acquiring farmland, taking part in the training games 

and each and every GochiGame event to maximise 

the potential of your creature!

Adolescent

Adult
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Farmland
A new and exciting implementation to further integrate us with the Metaverse, farmland will  
be a piece of NFT land that will act as a training centre for your creatures. Each piece of land will
allow for a certain amount of creatures to be housed within it, levelling them up based on a variety
of factors including the power level of the creatures around them. 


In the future, you’ll even have the ability to rent out your farmland in exchange for $MGCHI tokens,
further enhancing our play to earn functions. A small % of the $MGCHI used to rent the farmland
will be burned to increase the deflation of $MGCHI. Prior to game release this will be the ONLY  
way to level up your creature!

Metagochi Training Games
Prior to full game release, we’ll be implementing some standalone games which will be played
against a CPU, this will allow you to get some much needed practice in prior to attending our  
first GochiGames tournament!
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Gochi Games
We envision a future in which you’ll be able to interact with your Metagochi in the real world via
augmented reality, we foresee huge tournaments during the GochiGames as well exciting ways to
evolve your creature to enhance your chances of earning amazing rewards in a variety of forms.


Play to earn is just beginning and we plan to become synonymous with this term by offering our
wonderful user base NFT’s, in game items and tokens!


The Gochi Games will be an olympic style event which will put each and every attribute of your
creature to the test! In order to reap the best possible results you’ll want to reach the upper limit
for each one of your creatures prior to launch! We’ll have events that specifically test individual
attributes of your creature as well as events which challenge your Metagochi’s overall skill set!  
Be prepared!


As a new project things are subject to change however, we endeavour to be fully transparent with
our community at all times. Please ensure you refer back to this document which will be updated
regularly, or check in with a team member over on the official Twitter and Telegram pages.
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Roadmap
Phase 1
Deployment of our custom designed smart contract
Community growth and engagement
Listing on small & mid tier coin trackers [Coinhunt & CoinSniper]
Initial influencer marketing campaign
Advertisement campaigns
Community focused competitions

Phase 2
Implementation of aggressive social media marketing campaigns to  
raise awareness of NFT launch
Listing on large portfolio trackers [CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko]
Metagochi NFT launch

Phase 3
Hatching event to allow NFT holders to see their creatures for the first time!
Metagochi marketplace
Metagochi training games
Farmland sale
Implementation of our bespoke breeding protocol via custom smart contract to allow
users to breed new Metagochi NFT’s
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Beyond
The events following Phase Three will be some of the most exciting in the Metagochi eco-system!
We’ll be working tirelessly in preparation for the GochiGames and onboarding gaming influencers,
YouTube partners and some

Unfortunately, the DeFi space is plagued with scam accounts, remember that community
management members will NEVER DM you first. Please ensure you only interact with the
community via the following social channels:

twitter.com/metagochi

t.me/metagochi

We welcome feedback from all of our investors and we’d love to hear from you via the above
community channels. Metagochi is a real passion project of ours and we will always endeavour to
deliver our best for our wonderful community. We would like to extend a thank you from the team
for believing in us, and for giving us the opportunity to add value to a space that is saturated with
scams, meme coins and empty promises.

metagochi.com

